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To show that the remaining equations are dependent upon these three, we note that equations 
(3), (4), (2) lead respectively to 

1 -X2X3 = 1 -X2 + XlX2X5, 1 X2X3 1 -X2 + X5(1 -X4), 1 X2X3 =X5. 

This last equation is equation (5). 
Similarly we have 

1 -X3X4 1 - + X4X5X1, 1 -X3X4 -X4+ X -X1X2, 1 -X3X4 X12 

This last equation is (1). 
Multiplying (4) by x5, we have x5x1x2 = x5 -Xx4 and then x5x1x2 = X5 + X2 - 1 from (2): 
This last equation is (6). Since, then, equations (2) to (5) and (7) to (10) are obtained from 

(1) and (6) by cyclic permutation of the suffixes, it follows that upon equations (2), (3), and (4) 
all the others depend. This, we note, is true whether or not x1x2 = 1. If x1x2 = 1, we find from 
(4), (1), and (2), respectively, X4 = 0, xl = 1, x2 = 1. Equations (3) and (5) then both become 
X3 + x5 = 1. Under these conditions equations (6) to (10) are satisfied identicaly, and x3 and x5 
are not determined. 

Also solved by ELI.JAH SWIFT, PAULINE SPERRY, C. C. YEN, and HERBERT N. 
CARLETON. 

QUESTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS. 
SEND ALL COMMUNICATIONS TO U. G. MITCHELL, University of Kansas. 

DISCUSSIONS. 

I. CONCERNING DIRECTION COSINES AND HESSE's NORMAL FORM. 

By MAXIME B6CHER, Harvard University. 

For many years I have felt that Hesse's form for the equation of a line is out 
of place in a course on elementary analytic geometry' and have omitted it from 
my own course. I am glad to find the same view expressed by two writers in 
recent numbers of the MONTHLY (p. 476, 1917 and p. 181, 1918) who give proofs 
of the formula for the distance from a point to a line which do not involve the 
use of Hesse's form. Perhaps I may be permitted to call attention to a proof of 
this kind which I have published elsewhere2 and which seems to me to have 
two advantages over those recently given in the MONTHLY, namely, first, that it 
requires no reference to the figure with the consequent necessity (if we wish to be 
complete, that is, really to give a proof) of examining exhaustively the various 
forms the figure may take on; and secondly, that it admits of immediate extension 
to the corresponding problem in solid analytic geometry. 

It is perhaps not quite so clear that Hesse's form for the equation of a plane 
in solid analytic geometry should be removed from the pages of elementary 
text books or relegated to small-type sections, since this form is commonly 
used not merely in connection with the formula for the distance from a point to 
a plane but also as the primary form of the equation of a plane from which the 
other forms are deduced. I will indicate how I am accustomed to dispense with 
it altogether, and at the same time to relegate the too pervasive direction cosines 

1 It has its definite, though very limited, place in higher work. 
2 B6cher, Plane Analytic Geometry, Henry Holt & Co., 1915, p. 38. 
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of the ordinary treatment to the subordinate position in which I think they 
belong. 

The direction of a line in space is determined by the ratios 1: m: n of the 
projections of any segment of this line on the coordinate axes. These ratios are 
called the direction ratios of the line. They are the natural generalization of the 
slope of a line in plane analytic geometry. These direction ratios may, of course, 
be regarded as the ratios of the direction cosines,' and, conversely, the direction 
cosines may be expressed in terms of the direction ratios by means of the formule 

_ _ _ _m n (1) cosa= l- ,+COmS+ = cos +y = 
12 + MI + n2 c 12o+ m2o+ n2 c 12 + m2+ n2 

If two lines have the direction ratios (14: ml: n,) and (12 n2: n2) respectively, 
the condition for parallelism is 

1,: mil = 1i me n2, 

and the condition for perpendicularity is 

112 + m1m2+ nin=2 0. 

The line connecting the points (xi, yi, z,) and (x2, y2, z2) evidently has as its 
direction ratios (x2 - x1: y2 - y,: Z2- z,). 

By the direction ratios of a plane we understand the direction ratios of its 
normals. 

It now easily follows that the equations of the line through (xi, y,, z,) with 
direction ratios (1: m: n) are 

X -X : y -y : Z = z1: m : n, 
which, if none of the quantities 1, m, n are zero may be written 

X-X1 y- Y' Z -Z1 
m n 

On the other hand, if we have a plane through (xi, yi, z,) with direction ratios 
(1: m: n), the point (x, y, z) lies in this plane when and only when the line con- 
necting it with (xi, y,, z,) is perpendicular to the normals to the plane. Con- 
sequently the equation of the plane is 

l(x - xi) + m(y - yi) + n(z - zi) = 0. 

From this it is easy to prove that every equation of the first degree 

Ax+ By+ Cz+ D = 0 

represents a plane whose direction ratios are (A B: C). The further formulae 
concerning lines and planes are now easily obtained. 

1 Except in the case of isotropic lines which have no direction cosines but do have direction 
ratios. 
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The method of presentation here sketched not only dispenses with Hesse's 
normal form entirely, but is to my mind simpler and more appropriate than the 
one ordinarily given. Direction cosines can be introduced by means of (1) 
whenever they are wanted, but there are very few occasions where there is any 
advantage in using them, the formula 

COS al COS 02 + COS 31 COS 12 + COS -Yl COS 72 

for the cosine of the angle between two lines being one of the few formulae which 
are a little simpler when direction cosines are used than when written in terms 
of direction ratios. 

As an introduction to more advanced work the method here suggested has 
the advantage of being applicable to isotropic lines and planes as well as to others. 

II. CONCERNING A METHOD OF CONSTRUCTING THE GRAPH OF AN EQUATION 
IN WHICH THE VARIABLES MAY BE SEPARATED. 

By E. L. REES, University of Kentucky. 

If an equation can be put in the form 5a(x) = i1(y), i. e., if the variables can 
be separated, the graph may be constructed in the following simple manner: 
Construct the graphs of the equations y' = 5a(x), x' = VI(y). Draw an ordinate 
of the first curve and an abscissa of the second curve equal to the ordinate of the 
first. The intersection of this ordinate and abscissa is a point on the required 
curve. In this manner any desired number of points may be rapidly constructed. 

The following theorems' giving the properties of the graph as determined 
from those of the auxiliary curves are easily deduced. Indeed, the truth of most 
of them may be inferred from geometric intuition. 

1. If x' and y' are both increasing or both decreasing functions in correspond- 
ing intervals the curve will rise in those intervals. 

2. If one function increases and the other decreases the curve will fall in the 
corresponding intervals. 

3. A vertical line of symmetry of the first or a horizontal line of symmetry 
of the second auxiliary curve is a line of symmetry of the required curve. 

4. A turning point (or a multiple turning point) on either auxiliary curve in 
general corresponds to a turning point (or multiple turning point) on the required 
curve. 

5. Two corresponding turning points give a node if both are maximum or 
both minimum, or a conjugate point if one is maximum and the other minimum. 

6. A double turning po nt and a corresponding turning point give a cusp. 
7. A triple turning point and a corresponding turning point if both are 

maximum or both minimum give a point of osculation. 
1 In the statement of these theorems it is to be understood that turning points and multiple 

turning points on the second curve are those points at which the tangent is vertical, while these 
terms as applied to the first curve have their usual meaning. 
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